TopProdeals.com Rises to Top as
Discount Dental Supply Leader
LOS ANGELES, Calif., June 17, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Velplex, LLC
announced this week that after one year, TopProdeals.com, a technology
platform that connects buyers and sellers of discount dental supplies, has
evolved into being an industry leader.
Why? It’s because the business leaders working behind the scenes at
TopProdeals™ are intimately familiar with the dental industry. They have 50
years of combined experience in the healthcare community and have diligently
worked to negotiate some of the best prices in the business. As a result,
dental providers benefit by having easy access to discount dental supplies.
On average, dentists realize an average savings of 50 to 75 percent off
retail prices. Product diversity is also a key to the site’s success.
TopProdeals.com, a secure website, offers daily multiple deals at some of the
industry’s lowest prices. For example, weekly promotions include “Disposable
Fridays” where 300 plus disposable dental supplies deals are offered; and
free shipping is offered on Tuesday for all orders of $100 or more.
Deals are typically limited to a specific time frame or until the product
sells out; and buyers are usually limited to the amount they can buy. This is
to ensure that all buyers have access to great savings.
Staff at TopProdeals explains that its service is unlike that of the
competition. It offers a greater variety of deals and vendors from which to
choose. And staff truly understands and cares about the needs of its
customers.
It’s simple for both buyers and sellers to get involved with TopProdeals.
Buyers register, purchase, save and stay informed about future deals. Sellers
register and liquidate overstock. And buyers do not have to do any of the
research; the work has already been done for them. They simply purchase the
daily deal(s) of their choice and save money so they can run a more efficient
practice.
This dental supply marketplace is ideal for dental practices that are
business conscious and want to reduce overhead. TopProdeals puts the control
in the hands of the dental practice, not in the hands of the major retail
conglomerations.
For more information about this discount dental supply industry leader that
connects buyers and sellers, visit: http://www.TopProdeals.com/ or watch a
30-second video here: http://youtu.be/3Dwrw32Ue9k .
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